
Unit 7 Cross Word 

An Introduction to the Energy of Nuclear Reactions 

 
 
Directions: Use the following hint, definitions, or prompts to determine the term that fits in the crossword puzzle above. 

 

Vertical:  

1. (due to Electrostatic Forces) Must have more and more neutrons to buffer the repulsive forces within nucleus.  
2. (Personification) The magnitude of this subatomic particle’s presence gives the atom its Identity (as an element)   
3. (projectiles) Matter or Energy that has been emitted from source.  
4. (#betterthanrollingcoal) Good for the environment due to ZERO air pollution. 
8. (Personification) The electron structure of an atom gives the element its…. 
12. (Definition) Atoms of the same element with different quantities of neutrons. 
16. (“Packet of Time”) The amount of time it takes for 50% of a sample to decay into something else. 
   

Horizontal: 

5. (Classification) A form of radiation that is pure energy in the form of a high frequency wave 
6. (fill in the blank) It can be tough to buffer the repulsive forces of protons in the nucleus once the atom becomes so large, as a result these larger 
atoms tend to be                           . 
7. (Define) When a large unstable atom rearranges its nucleus to become more stable.(Hint) during this process it usually emitts particles and/or 
energy 
9. (Leftovers) The spent (aka used) fuel from nuclear fission power plants that is dangerously radioactive for up to thousands of years.  
10. (Big & Slow Radiation) Radiation in the form of a Helium nucleus.  
11. (Definition)A large unstable nuclei splits, either spontaneously or after being bomarded with a neutron, forming two new lighter more stable 
daughter nuclei and some free neutrons.  
13. (Definition) When light nuclei combine under high pressure and extreme temperatures to form a new heavier nucleus.  
14. (Explination) An atom that has changed to its valence electron structure to an octet, to become more stable like the noble gases.  
15. (¿Say What?)An electron can be shot out of a nucleus during nuclear decay, even through there are no electrons in the nucleus.  
18. (EASY) When an atom gains or loses electrons in an attempt to fill their valence electron shell and be stable like the Noble Gases. 
19. (HARD) The graph that represents nuclear decay and specifically half-life is explained mathematically as….. (2 words starts with an E) 


